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   THE  STANDARDtZATION  OF  TENSION  SOFTENING
OBTAINED  FROM  THE  UNIAXIAL  TENSION  TESTS  OFCURVESCONCRETE

Dariusz ALTERMAN'i,  Hiroshi AKIT:A "  and  Janusz KASPERKIEWICZ  
ts

                           ABSTRACT
The paper is dedicated to proposal of  standard tension softening curves  by somc  formulas
with  comparison  to experirnental  data Knowledge of  the tension softening  precess of

concrete  is essential  to understand  fracture mechanism.  and  next  to analyze  fracture
behaviour; and  further to evaluate  properties of  concrete. Fbr the last eight years, many
dilrerent tests on  uniaxial  tension wmb  elimination  of  secendary  flexure have beert

performed in Tbhoku  institute of  1;echnology, Based on  such  results  serne  new  equations

were  proposed deseribing tension softening  curves.
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1, INTRODUCTiON

    The application  of  fraeture mechanics  for
the analysis  of  the concrete  structures  requires

understanding  the behaviour of  concrete  under

tensile loading. The best way  to obtain  tension

softening  curve  is applying tension directly to a

concrete  specimen,  because it is possible then to
obtain  immediately both the tensile strength  and

the tension softening curves  from specimens

loaded in a  pessibly uiiifbnn  way.  The situation

does not  occur  in other  experiments  dedicated to
tension,  such  as  spliuing  tests or  three or  four
points bending test in which  stress-gradient  exists.

    in order  to evaluate  properties of  concrete,  it
is necessary  to understatrd  ffactare mechanisui  and

fracture behaviour; so  an  analysis  of  tension

softening  process of  concrete  is essential. Tb
obtain reliahle results, the number  of  problenis
must  be resolved  to prevent or  to minimize  the

secondary  flexure, The flexure may  impair the
resulting  data, espeeially the load-deironnation
eurve,  and  affects also various  fracture parameters
that are  to be cvaluated,  Many  researchers  ignore
the seconday  fiexure, [1-2], Problern was  solyed

by Carpinteri et al. in 1994, [3] and  next  by Akita
et al. in 2000, when  a  specially  designod acijusting
gear system  has been developed to eliminate  the
seeondary  flermre. [46].

    The reduction  of  the observed  peak load or
tensile strength  due to the seeondary  flexure is
signficant.  The roduction  easily  exceeds  IO %  and

semetimes  exceeds  even  20 %, M. 11ierefore, it is
necessary  to prevent completely  or to minimirc
the secondary  flexure fbr obtaining  reliable  results.

Series of  the experilnants  with  elimination ef  the
secondary  firm  in matiual and  automatic

operation  of  diusting gear system were  done, but
the results with  elimination of  secondaty  flexure
perfbrmed  by antomatically controlled  gear system
are  only  piesented in this 

'prper.
 Because, the

automatic  opecation  gives better results  fbr both
load-deformation curves  and  teasion softening

curves,

2, UNIAXIAL TENStON TESTS  PRocEDURE

    The  uniaxial tusion tests were  performed
using  ordinary  concrete,  i.e. oamprvpssive  strength

is about 30 MPs  and  the martimtrm  aggregate size
is 20 mm.  Tlie specimen  shape  is the rectangular

prism of  dimensions 100xloox4oo mm.  The
notehes  introduoed to prevent multiple  cracks  and

called  primary notehes  were  cut  on  two side  faees,

perpertdicular to the cast  and  bottom planes.
Besides these, other  notehes  called  guide notches
were  made  on  the cast  and  bottom faoes in order  to

prevent overlapping  of  cracks.
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    The important aspect  is stability of  fracture
which  should  be realized  by selection  of  a  proper
load-control system, otherwise  the test results  will

be incredible. It was  a reasen,  why  experiments

were  perfbrmed with  the closed-loop  loading
machine  that allows ensuring  the stable  fracture.
The extensometers,  aligned  at the centre  of  the

prisms, were  attached  on  the al1 four side faces,
[[he adjusting  gear system, [4-5] combined  with

the universal  joints as chown in Fig. 1 can

eliminate  the secondary  fiexure which  can  produce
a sigriificant effor  duimg uniaxial  tension testing
ofconcrete.

    The  elimination  of  the secondary  fiexure
was  realised  by some  procedure as fo11ows. If one
side  of  the specimen  is more  stretched  than the
opposite  side, this side  should  be contracted.  It is
done by tightening of  the atljusting  gear  fixed on
this side, and  activated  unti1 a proper balance in
elongation  is reached, For the operation, it is
necessary  to observe the deformations (elengatien)
on  all fbur sides  of  the prism  under  loading. When
a  certain  side  is stretched  and  its opposite side is
already  contracted,  the opposite  side  should  be
1cosened as not to introduce unnecessary  foTees
into the specimen.

Fig. 1 Adiusting gear system  and  experimental

                set up

3. PROBLEM  OF  SECONDARY  FLEXURE

    Problerns encountered  during investigaimg
tension-softening behaviour under  the uniaxial

tensilo load are unstable  fracture, secondary

fiexure, multiple  cracks,  and  overlapping  craeks.

Concrete is a  heterogeneous material.  It is possible
to distinguish the aggregates and  ether  parts by
their propenies, The  local suess and  strain

gradients appear  immediately when  an  external

load is applied,  Thus, the perfbct experiments

should  resnict  such  influence of  disturbance
caused  the load eccentricity  arid/or a one  side

cracking;  this problem was  discussed by Hordljk,
[8] and  by Akita [5].
    The efflect of  such  secondary  flexure can  be
seen  in Fig. 2, where  an  example  of  a  certain

actual  !oad-deformation curves  (diagram P-ol on
four side  faces is skown. rn the case  of  the
experiments  without  the elimination  of  secondary

flexure, the load deformation curves  are

misleading  because of  a harmfu1 influence of  such

flexure. For example,  four curves  are  quite
dilrerent and  one  side  of  the specimen  was

compressed.

     ln the case  of  elimination  ef  secondary

flexure, al1 sides  of  the specimens  were  elongated

at the same  magnitude  and  the shape  of  the curves
is nearly  similar;  1ike in Fig. 3,
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 Fig. 2An  example  of the load-deformation
eurves  for four side  iaces, without  elimination

        of  the secondary  flexure
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Fig. 3 An  example  of  the toad-deformation
curves  with  eiimination  ef  the secondary

              fiexure
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    During experiments  of  uniaxial  tension tests

with  elimination  of  secondary  flexure, the
acljusting gear system  introduces additional
moment  and  makes  the resultant  force eccenuic.
Howeyeq  an  occennic  force is a serious  problem
only  when  it produces stress or  strain gradient. ln
the case  of  these experiments,  such  the eccenuic
force is no  preblem, because it eliminates  the
seeond2iry  fiexure and  makes  a unifbrm  tensile

stress disuibution in the cross  seotion  of  the
speelmen.

    wuen  tension softening  curve  is analysed,
crack  opening  displaeement (w) is evaluated  by
the fo11owing Equation(1):

    Tlie feature uiangle is obtained  from
extrapolation  1ine of  the experimerttal  eurve  at the
broken point. T;ension soiming  curve  is in the
relationship  between a(cohesive  stress: Pta) and

craek  opening  displacement (w), and  the fracture
energy  was  evaluated as the area under  the tension
softening  eurve,

    The  Ybung's  modulus  is caloulated  ffom the
slope  of  the P-fi curve  in iegion  betwoen 1O%  and

65%  of  the maximum  load in the ascending

branch.

4, DESCRIBING  OF
CURVES

TENSION  SOFTENING

       m
w=6-  -6r
      en

where,6PLEA

5r

: the observed  dafbrmation
: the applied load
: measuring  1ength
: Ybung's modulus
I area  of  the initial cross

the ligament)
: resi

(1)

section  (of

   dual deformation, when  the load
from the maximum  value  decreases to
zero.

    It is assumed  that the material  outside  the
softening  zone  behaves elastically  after passing
the maximum  load, i.e. when  the specimen  is on
the softening  brunch of  the curve.  The process of
evaluation  of  crack  opening  displacement was

described in Fig.4, as shown by scheniatic

loaddeformation curve.

P
Pmax

'''''''it''''r'''t

'ttl
 'rl

P

ttiangle------

6r 6

PLEA

4 Schematic explanation  of  the crack

    opening  di$placement

6

Fig,

    The investigations were  aimed at analysing
the existing equation  deseribing tension softening

curves  in case  of  15 experiments  with  elimination

ef  secondary  fiexute of  concrete by automatically

eontrelled gear system, as  shown  in Fig.5.
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               w  (mrn)
Fjg. 5 tension softening  curves for 15

           speamens

    At the beginning, the existence  equations

deseribing tension softening curve  were  checked.

The first was  an  algel)raic and  an exponential tenn,

Equation(2), proposed by Remhardt et al, (1986),
[9] and the second  expression  was  the power
function proposed by Li (2002), [10] as

Equation(3).

oKw)=i  +  (a ･ w)3  Fxp(-b ･ vv)

          -w+(1+ai)exp{-b)

ur(w)=  1 -- ex(-  (lli )
'

 ]
 where,

 w  :crackopeningdisplacement[mm]

 qKw)  : relative  cohesive  stres$ - stress per
     tensile strength

(2)

(3)
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     All parameters: a, b, c, d, e  in Equations (2),
(3), and  later Equations (4), (5), (6), (7), were

evaluated  through the least square  method  and

statistical parameters (R2, chi-squared)  by Excel,

     It was  occurred  that only  Equation(2) could
predict the preserit values  with good  coeflicient  of

correlation  R2 =  O.997, but it gives too small  wc,

i.e. predicted critical crack  opening  displacement
is arouiid  O.23, as shown  in 

'lable
 t, The  average

erack  opening  displacement for al1 experirnental

curves  was  O.365, so it was  excluded  from further
analysing,  because it would  not  be ahle to describe
exactly  tension softening  curves  for analysod
specimens.  It should  be noticed that critical

opening  displaeement is an  important pararneter to
describe a  tension softening  cwwe.

    The equations proposed by Reinhardg
Equation(2) and  Li, Equation(3) described tension
softening  curve  appropriate  for their experimental
results, but occurred  not  enough  for experiments
with elmination  ofsecondary  flexure,

 
-lable

 1 Values ofevaluated  parameters and
    coeficients  for the former formulas

 $12-

 : O.9
 2
 8 o,sE

 g o,7
 '?'O,6Eo

   O.5

      O O.O04 O.O08 O.O12 O.O16

                  w  [mm]
Fig, 7 Para bolic shape  of  the curves  of  relative

            cohesive  stress

    Morvover, it was  noticed  also that curves  at

the top were  rounded  like parabola, as shown  in
Fig. 7. So, it was  undertaken  an  attempt  on  finding
other  expression  as in fo11owing eqllationsi

Equation(2) Equation(3)
oKw>=1-a･w+b

 b
       +-
c･w+d  d

(4)

ab 21.3S842,570 O.Oll1.300

oKw)=

   R2chi-squaredO.9970O.O088 O.9674O.O074

d(wF

1-a･exp(b･w)

       +c･exp(d･w)+a-c

w.  [mmj O.23 O.6
1-a･exp(-b･wz)

where,Wc

 :
+1

critical craok  opening  displacement
was  eyaluated  form curves  in the
intersection of  abscissa

    The  approxiinated results  by Equations(2)
and  (3); are shown  in Fig, 6. 0pen circles show
the averqges  of  the present 15 curves  (original
data).

   t$e

 o.s:,2

 O.68=8

 o.4gX

 02ior

   o

aKw);

c･w+d

1-a･exp(-b･w)+1

     1+a--

    d

c･w+d

     1+a--
    d

(5)

(6)

(7)

     For all examined  curyes,  parameters 1ike
coefficients  of  coTTelation,  chi-squared  parameters
and  critical crack  opening  displacement were

evaluated,  as given in 
'lable

 2.

p aTb12Vblf  t dthts
Eq.(4) Eq.(5) Eq.(6) Eq.(7)

abcd 10,114-O.OO049.575O.203114.642 22.156

O.O054 -O.O027

O,804 45,318
-51.395 O.950

O.25915.37884.8841,296

 O O.1 O.2 O.3 O,4
              w[mpt

6ApProximation data by former formulas

   R2chi-squaredO.9989 O.9954 O.9989 O,9996

O.oo26 O.OllO O.oo25 O.oo19

Fig. wc  [mm]O.360O.310O,350O.365
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    The shapes  of  approximated  cuives  were

shown  in Fig. 8 and  Flg. 9. AII of  thern have very
good coeMeient  of  correlation  and  exactly

describing average  data (markod as circles)  based
on  15 specimens,  The best one  soems  to be
Equation(7), considering w,,  R2 and ch-squared  in
table2.

1mg

 o,etz.9

 o,6:.

g o.4
sN

 O.25or

 o

Fig.

1e8

 o.sts.{

 O.6$=8

 O.4'2M:.

 O.22

   o

O O.1 O.2 O.3 O.4
            w[rrm1

8 Approximation data by examined
    Equations (4) and  (5)

  O O.1 O.2 O,3 O.4
              w  [rrm]

Fig, 9 Approximation data by examined
       Equatians fo) and  (7)

     [he curves  expressed  by new  formulas were
in gocKl agreement  with  original  data concerning
experments  with  perfect elimination  of  socondary

fle7que of  conerete.  Heweveq the deeper analysis
of  top of  curves,  shown in Fig. tO and  Fig, "  let

propose the lkuadon(7) as the best one  to deseribe
the original data. This equadon  has also the lowest
chi-squared  coeirTicient, 1ike in 

"lable
 2.

    In the near  future an  attempt  will be made  to

find another  way  to describe tension softening
curves  based on  the present data Such
possibilities are given with the appreach  of

ardfTicial intelligence metheds,  which  were  applied

with  success  in previous eo[aminations  concerning

concrete  engineering  problems, [7, 11].

   `ththgo.g:.:

 O.82g

 o,7gE.o.6e

  O.5

     O O.O05 O.or O,Ot5 O,ca
                 w[rnm]

 Fig. tO Approxirnatjon of  paraboijc shape  at

the top of the curve$  for Equations (4) and  (5)
        of relative cohesive  stress

   1:g

 o.g:･}

 D.828

 e.7g.

 O.6e

  O.5
     O O.O05 O.Ol O.Ot5 O.on
                  w{mrTl

 Fig. "  Approximation of parabolic shape  at

the top of the curves  for Equetions e) and  (7>
        of relative cohesive  stress

5. CONCLUSIONS

     Description of  tension softening curve  by
some  new  expressions  has been examined,  The
special  attention was  paid for proper analysing  the
parabola shape  at the top of  curves te exprcss the
relationship  betweeri relative  cohesiye  stress and

craek  opening  displacemerrt.

     The  fo11owing conclusions are drawn based
on  the present examinatiens.
(1) It was  neticed  that previeus e(iuations

   deseribing tension softening  curve,  obviously

    appropriate for the former researehes  and

   their experimental  results,  occurred  not

    enough  for experinients with  complete

   elimination  of  secondary  fiexure of  concrete
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   perfbrmed by automatically  control  gear
   system.

(2) The  curves  expressed  by new  formulas gave
   very  good  coeMcient  of  correlation  - areund

   O.999, yery  low chi-square  parameter, neady

   prediction of  critical crack opening

   displacement and  also appropriate  shape,

(3) The best prediction of  the data including al1
   abbve  eonclusion  seems  to be Equation(7),
   1ike below:

a,tw)=i-a･exp(-b･w)+c.wi+d+a-t
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